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Cooltex Talalay Latex Pillows

Two great new Talalay Latex Pillows from Healthbeds…

Cooltex Low Profile
Based on the original Dunlopillo Serenity pillow but given

the Cooltex twist that helps to maintain a consistent body

temperature throughout the night, designed for

customers looking for a lower profile and standard size.

Cooltex High Profile
Based on the original Dunlopillo Super Comfort pillow but

given the Cooltex twist that helps to maintain a consistent

body temperature throughout the night, designed for

customers looking for a higher more supportive pillow.

The NEW Healthbeds Cooltex Pillows
We are excited to be able to bring to you two great new Talalay Latex Cooltex

pillows direct from the manufacturer Healthbeds. Available in Low and High

profile both offer the same great features but to help you choose which is right

for you we have compared them both below. Whichever you choose though, 

we are sure you'll be sleeping soundly for many years to come.

Why the change from Dunlopillo?
In short because Talalay Latex is no longer available from Dunlopillo.

The latex that is currently available from Dunlopillo is much firmer and many of

our customers have found it not to their liking. Our new Cooltex Pillows from

Healthbeds are made from the softer, original Talalay Latex, that you know and

love, the Talalay Latex that Dunlopillo had previously made since the 1960's.

Which should I choose?
This comes down to personal preference but generally speaking the Low Profile

pillow tends to be more suited to stomach and back sleepers and the High Profile

for side sleepers. We also find that the High Profile pillow is very popular for users

of King sized beds and those looking for a higher more supportive pillow.

Cooltex Talalay 
Latex features:

• Is naturally breathable.

• Offers superior pressure relief.

• Helps to maintain a consistent
body temperature throughout
the night.

• Gives soft supportive comfort.

• Is antimicrobial and dust
mite resistant.

• Has excellent durability.

• Requires NO plumping.

LOW PROFILE HIGH PROFILE


